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Universal Socket
TDS has also developed four types of universal sockets. The types and their rope 
diameters are: 13-15, 16-22, 23-26 and 27-29. All the different buttons fit in these 
sockets and can be applied to every crane. These sockets can stay mounted in 
the crane and never be removed. With these univeral sockets you are able to put 
a wire rope that was used in a Liebherr crane and removed in a TerexDemag crane 
without cutting it.

Collaboration with WDI-Python GmbH
In 2015 the German steel wire rope manufacturer WDI-Python has approached 
TDS for a collaboration. WDI-Python is specialized in the fabrication of steel wire 
ropes for all types of cranes, winches and various applications. With the wire ropes 
of WDI-Python and the buttons of TDS are we able to provide a total package to 
the costumer. We are also able put the wire rope in the crane for you!

If you need a wire rope or you just need some advise concerning wire ropes, TDS 
is able to help you.

About us
TDS is a specialized company
Since casting of end connections (also called ‘buttons’) has become a specializati-
on for TDS, we have been approached by various renowned crane and construc-
tion companies, who have become satisfied customers. We solved their problems 
with regard to end connections of steel wire ropes in their cranes. We are able to 
cast all your end connections for your crawler-, mobile-, port-, pile-, overhead- 
and portalcranes. This system is also suitable for end connections on winches.

TDS can provide your Liebherr, TerexDemag, Sennebogen, Faun, Grove, Tadano 
cranes of a wire rope and an end connection. Because of this system the case of 
pulling the wire rope in and out of the crane becomes safer and can be done with 
less effort. Therefore the crane opperator is able to do his work more effective.

TDS has the buttons for all types of cranecables from 13mm up to 40mm
- TDS gives a certificate of every casting. Buttons are applied according to the DIN / EN 13411-4
   specifications.
- During the process the temperature has to be between -3°C en +45°C.
- All our mechanics are provided with all necessities and tools. It doesn’t matter where the crane  
   is, on a remote grassland, an industrial area or in the city, as long as we can drive our van to 
   the crane, TDS can fix it. That way there are no delays.

TDS works exclusively with all original prescribed factory specifications and with certified 
mechanics
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Now Available
LOADCELLS
5 T - 250 T

Self m
anufactured for rental, sale and service. For m

ore info m
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Need a new rope inyour crane? Call us!


